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IRB Sport Advisory Group Meeting Minutes 
 

Date:   16 July 2015 

Venue: ph: 0800452934, pin: 9612440879 

Time: 7:00pm 

Attendees:  Shane Edwards (SE) 

Brad O’Leary (BO) Chairperson 

Seth McPhee (SM) 

Mike Lord, Sport Manager, SLSNZ (ML) 

Craig Todd (CT) 

David Hickey, Rescue Asset Manager (DH) 

Katie Watts (KW) 

Justin Martine (JM) 

Apologies:  Nick Anderson (NA) 

Peter Gibbons (PG) 

Invited:  none 

 
 
Agenda: 

1. Feedback on how the group perceives their effectiveness, and how they could see this 
being improved 

2. PFD's and Helmets 
3. Racing divisions 
4. Racing rules 
5. Technology - Communication and Video Device 
6. Scrutineering 
7. Fuel Distribution 
8. General Business 

 
 
Documents: 

 Racing division and rules paper – Peter Gibbons 

 Helmets and Lifejackets discussion paper – Mike Lord 

 Communication and Video Device Draft Policy – Mike Lord 

 Scrutineering and Flue discussion paper – Mike Lord 

 Email on PFD and Helmets from Kent Jarman 
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Meeting Notes: 
 

1. Feedback on how the group perceives their effectiveness, and how they could see 
this being improved 

 It was felt by the IRBSAG that the level of development and implementation of new 
ideas was low but also recognised that there is a lot of items tonight which may change 
that.  Craig said there were many meetings and nothing really implemented.  Justin said 
the agenda items seems to be going around in circles and felt there was not enough 
meetings and would like to see this driven more from the Chairman and not the Sport 
Manager. 

 The level of decision making ability the committee has is an issue for the group and 
they would like to see them being able to make decisions and implement them without 
going through the NSC.  This idea needs to be endorsed by the NSC as the IRBSAG is 
an advisory group to the NSC. 

 The level of communication with the membership was raised as a possible issue and if 
the group needed to seek information from clubs prior to meetings.  Justin said the post 
event surveys are pre loaded for closed answers with not much opportunity to express 
true thoughts.  It was noted that the groups is chosen as best person for the position 
and expert in the field of IRBs and should have enough knowledge not to have to seek 
information from other clubs.  It was noted that if there are certain ideas that require 
information then there are opportunities during events to hold questions workshops. 

 Dave Hickey noted that we have contacts will all clubs and when required we can get 
communication out. 

 The IRBSAG endorsed that events would be a good opportunity to engage the IRB 
community more in the ideas and development of the sport and could be done at South 
and North Islands and NZ IRBs. 

 
2. PFD's and Helmets 

 Kent Jarman paper was tabled – A discussion was held around Kent’s paper and the 
group discussed the issues raised around crewing and driving skills being the focus 
rather than PPE.  The committee agreed that this is another area to develop but it 
doesn’t change the fact that we should be wearing Lifejackets in IRB Racing as we are 
a rescue organisation that should be displaying the highest safety standards and 
representing the right image for the organisation. 

 Lifejackets – The use of lifejackets for IRB racing was supported by all of the IRBSAG.  
The discussion was made around safety for our members, aligning with best practise 
standards for motor sport and promotion of the right image for Surf Life Saving NZ as a 
rescue and safety conscious organisation. 

o Lifejackets were endorsed to be mandatory for the 2015-16 season and to 
forward the proposal onto the NSC and NLS for endorsement. 

 Helmets – The helmet discussion had some push back from the IRBSAG on making 
this mandatory for IRB racing due (in part) to costs and risk of members walking away 
from the sport.  Justin raised that there is no sufficient evidence to support helmets 
justification so strongly opposed for all competitors and felt there needs to be buy in 
from members as process is not being transparent..  Justin also asked if there was a 
SLS concussion policy for members (no policy).  It was noted that the issue with 
helmets is mainly going to be an issue for Drivers and Crewperson.  Helmets for 
patients was supported by majority of the IRBSAG with only a couple having a major 
issue with this and supporting just making helmets recommended for drivers, 
crewperson and patients. 
Seth rose that his club uses helmets for all patients like a number of clubs due to 
incidents that have happened in the past.  Mike raised that there is evidence of head 
injuries from the last two years of National events. 
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Brad suggested we could support helmets the same as Surf Boats are endorsing 
around over a certain size surf helmets must be worn. 

o Helmets being made mandatory was not endorsed by the IRBSAG but they 
were supported to be recommended for all drivers, crewperson and 
patients.  A change will be made to the proposal and sent through to the 
NSC for endorsement. 

 
3. Racing Divisions 

 Brad - Divisions has been discussed for a long time and no real movement on this from 
past discussions.  The key discussions keep revolving around the combining of the 
Seniors and Prem’s division into one Open division. 

 Dave – Consideration needs to be given if we change then Snrs could miss out on 
medals and prems could win the medals in A/B finals.  Decisions need to be made by 
the membership who are racing in those divisions. 

 The A/B finals idea was discussed and it was recommended that if there is an A/B final 
then only A finals will receive medals and points.  The winner of the B final will be 
allocated lane 7 to race in for the A final. 
o There was a significant question around current trophies and recognitions, and how 

this might be affected by division changes (e.g. ‘top senior crew.’) This was not 
resolved and along with other consultation with the membership, this will need 
addressing. 

 Craig – The main issue around the divisions is at local event level and at this level 
usually it’s open races anyway. 

 The way forward with this discussion is to put it back to the IRB community and those 
people who race in the senior and premier divisions to seek feedback on if there is a 
current issue with the racing divisions. 
o Mike to put forward a question around “are they happy with the current IRB 

divisions and age groups”?.  “What is your recommendation if not happy”?.  
Chat about the feedback at NI/SI/National IRB Events. 

 
4. Rules Paper 

 

 The paper submitted by Peter Gibbons was discussed and the following 
recommendations endorsed by the IRBSAG.  Craig Todd also brought forward another 
rule around exiting the IRB before the driver has completed the race and is covered in 
the endorsed rule changes below. 

 Background: There are significant disqualifications in the I.R.B. tube event indicating a 
simplification is required without major alteration to the event at this time. 

 

 The IRBSAG recommend the following changes to the rules. 
 

9.6 Tube Rescue Event 
9.6.3 The Procedure 
(d) The crewperson, with the rescue tube shoulder strap on and the rescue tube held in a 
secure grip (but not clipped in any manner) shall exit the IRB while the IRB remains on the 
beach side of the turning buoy, ensuring no part of the rescue tube, rope or shoulder strap 
snags the IRB or driver. On exiting the IRB the crewperson shall: 

• Enter the water from the Port side pontoon  
• On the inside of the turn; and  
• On the beach side of the IRB turning buoy, after the IRB has rounded the buoy. 
• The crewperson must enter the water before crossing over the line marking the IRB 

turning buoys.  
(e) The crewperson shall swim past the IRB turning buoy, on the surface of the water, with 
the buoy on their left hand side and proceed out to the patient. 
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After exiting the IRB, the crewperson will proceed past the IRB turning buoy, with the buoy 
on their left hand side and proceed out to the patient. 
 
(l) The driver shall then complete the engine closedown procedures, exit the IRB and run 
through the finish line. The patient shall remain in the IRB until the finish judge has 
inspected the tube. 
When the driver has left the IRB and their feet are on the ground, the patient and 
crewperson may exit the IRB and either secure the IRB or move away being sure not to 
impede the progress of any other crews in the Race or impede the finish line judging of the 
race. 
 
9.1.5 The Event(s) 
 
(h) On returning to shore the crew person and patient(s) shall be secure within the IRB until 
the driver has left the IRB and have their feet on the ground. 
 
(j) Once the driver has left the IRB the crewperson may exit the IRB and restrain the IRB.  
The patient(s) will remain in the IRB until the driver has crossed the finish line, with the 
exception of the Mass Rescue Event first return to shore. and have their feet on the ground, 
the crewperson and patient(s) may exit the IRB and either secure the IRB or move away 
being sure not to impede the progress of any other crews in the Race or impede the finish 
line judging of the race. 
 
(m) Crews will be disqualified if:  

 The driver crosses the finish line and the engine is still running.  

 The driver crosses the finish line and the engine is not in neutral gear.  

 The crew person exits the IRB prior to the driver having their feet on the ground. 

 The patient(s) exits the IRB prior to the driver having their feet on the ground. 

 The crew person or patient(s) interferes with the engine during or after engine 
closedown procedures. 

 The crew person, patient or driver impeding the progress of any other crews in the 
Race or impede the finish line judging of the race. 

 

 The IRBSAG did not support the following recommended changes 
 

Delete the current content of 9.6.3. (i).  Replace the  with   :   “The crewperson must swim 
to their I.R.B. turning buoy and touch it above the water line signalling arrival with an arm 
raised above their head.  After arrival at the buoy and signalling the patient lift may 
commence immediately – judging of the swim section and arrival at the I.R.B. is completed 
when the crewmen correctly touches the turning buoy and signals” 

 
 

5. Technology 

 Communication and Video Device – Draft Policy 
o Justin recommended that it be added that video devices can be added to 

helmets of the IRB driver the same as Surf Boats. 
o Canoes – Clarify that the Video Devices can be added to the Back and front 

bars of the Canoe. 
o Recommendations above were supported by the IRBSAG. 

 
6. Scrutineering 

 Dave outlined that issues with the current reliance from clubs to get their gear checked 
and fixed before racing and often team managers are not there for the process and 
clubs don’t seem to be learning anything from year to year.    
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 The good points are the clubs gear is checked before they race so we can pick up an 
major issues with the gear and save major damage or injury due to gear not being up to 
standard. 

 It was noted that it is a motor sport and we need to make sure we are checking 
engines.  It would be difficult to check equipment on the beach during racing if we didn’t 
check it before the event starts. 

 It was also noted that if we are not going to scrutineer then we are leaving the gate 
open for clubs to bend the rules again and is this a step backwards. 

 Mike outlined it’s more about promotion of what the standard is and how it’s enforced.  
The key is to develop our members through the process so there is a better 
understanding of what is required and checked. 

o The IRBSAG decided that scrutineering is to remain in place in its current 
format. 

o The scrutineering assessment sheet and tools to be made available for clubs to 
use and purchase to develop the clubs understanding of what and how gear is 
scrutineered. 

o Clubs are recommended to scrutineer their own gear prior to attending an event 
so they can pick up any issues before going through the proper scrutineering 
process. 

 
7. Fuel 

 The proposal of fuel distribution being done by the club with SLSNZ just listing the fuel 
station and oil type to be used for filling was not supported by the IRBSAG.  This is due 
to keeping the process as fair as possible for all clubs and would allow too many loop 
holes for clubs to cheat. 

 There was a recommendation that clubs pre order and pay for the fuel they will use 
prior to coming to the event and SLSNZ then buys all the fuel for clubs and distributes 
the full amount they order prior to competition.  It was asked if this would reduce the 
entry fee costs.  Mike explained that the current event is a long way from meeting 
budget so no decreases will be made to the entry fee and the fuel order will be on top of 
the current entry fee. 

 SLSNZ will have extra fuel for the Event Guards and if clubs run out from their first 
allowance then they can access this with an additional charge for the amount they take. 

 Fuel distribution to be changed to a pre order system for clubs to make the process of 
fuel distribution better for SLSNZ and Clubs. 

 
8. General Buisness 

 Dave Hickey gave an update on the release of the new Powercraft training manual and 
the changes. 

 Dave also outlined the issue with the V-Strip on the new boats (hollow v-strip is an 
issue and can wear and collapse)  Aussie using the solid rubber v-strip and is working 
well. Dave asked if the IRBSAG is comfortable with the change to solid v-strips. 

o The IRBSAG endorsed solid v-strips. 
 
 
Meeting finished – 9.00pm 
 


